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‘Perspective’ refers to a position from which an object or an event is seen or 
perceived. Perspectivation is an omnipresent feature of any linguistic realization. 
Media reporting is no exception. Rather than reflecting objective reality, news is a 
socially constructed product, largely depending on the reporter’s perspective. All 
news products are perspectivized based on a choice system extending from choosing 
(or not) a certain word, a certain linguistic structure to a macro-topic, which can result 
in the same event being presented completely differently, in particular when reported 
from different cultural contexts. In recent decades, most of researches on media 
discourse have been conducted within the framework of critical discourse analysis 
(CDA). In claiming that texts are multiply implicated in their social contexts and, 
thereby, come to shape various forms of knowledge and identity, CDA has been 
instrumental in developing a more dynamic and ideologically-sensitive mode of 
inquiry into the media. However, CDA has been frequently criticized for its 
theoretical inadequacy in elaborating the relationship between discourse and society. 
Many scholars admit that major difficulties of operationalizing the CDA research 
process are usually related to this problem. Perspective, taking its root in social 
cognition, demonstrates its theoretical potential of combining the cognitive, social and 
linguistic dimensions and can be alternatively, but conveniently and heuristically used 
as a cognitive device to mediate between mental construct of social representations 
and discourse representation. Therefore the integration of the concept ‘perspectivity’ 
into CDA can enrich its theoretical formation and provide a more rigorous analytic 
framework for explicating the complex relationship between discourse, ideology and 
culture. 
Based on Graumann’s concept of perspectivity, we replenish the concept by 
drawing insights from philosophy, social science and more recent developments in 
social psychology, emphasizing its inherent properties: a perspective is relational, 
being oriented towards other subjects and objects; relative, being one perspective 
amongst others; social, being against a social context and discursive, being implicated 
in discourses. This conceptualization entertains a structural approach to the coming 















event. It opens space to understand how individuals as members of groups may 
develop points of view in terms of social representations that are available to them by 
virtue of their membership of that particular group. Such a conception allows for the 
analysis of the encounters between different points of view based on divergent 
backgrounds of social representations. In this sense, perspective can accommodate a 
cross-cultural analytic framework where how the same event is represented in 
different media can be compared and contrasted and as a consequence reveal how the 
same event is socially and culturally mediated to turn out totally different images for 
the audience.  
Three types of perspectives were then identified in the course of the study, 
similar to Sammut’s categories (2009). For the purposes of this inquiry, we define the 
first type perspective as monological, corresponding to personal perspectives; the 
second type as dialogical, corresponding to interpersonal perspectives; and the third 
type as metalogical, corresponding to comprehensive/broad perspectives. Monological 
perspectivation are ego-centered, directing toward its referential object and constitutes 
the ultimate semantic authority within the limits of a given context. They can be 
defined by a set of parameters, such as space and time, perceptual cognition towards 
social actors and social actions, and evaluations (attitudinal positioning), etc. 
Dialogical perspectivation involves the process of negotiation and contestation of 
different perspectives. The dialogicity of perspective can be examined through 
intertextual practice. Metalogical perspectivation entertains the logicality of the 
abstract social structure within which a subject positions himself functionally for 
achieving global coherence of discourse. Control over discourse topics feeds into the 
metalogical perspectives immensely which in turn helps to control the available 
‘texts’. The three layers of perspectivation demonstrate a systematization of the 
interconnectedness of micro/meso/macro level of analysis. The methodologies 
proposed for explicating each type of perspective is an attempt to put together the 
varied linguistic theories for a more valid analysis of the data. The analytic framework 
thus established can bring to light the general structure of perspectivation in discourse 
representation. The network design and interconnectedness of various levels of 
analysis affords rich linguistic resources for unraveling a mystic picture of 
perspective-grounding in media constructions of the same social events in different 
cultural contexts. 















show how the same social event is perspectivised and mediated across cultures. For 
this purpose, a specific media event is selected. We rivet our attention on 
cross-cultural disaster reporting, as the media’s role in the construction, representation 
and framing of tragic events forms an important component of our mediated 
modernity. Through the empirical study, we show how the reporting of suffering in 
different cultures is influenced by their respective perspectival strategies at 
monological, dialogical and metalogical levels and how those strategies open up 
public spaces for manipulation of power and appropriation of cultural codes. The 
empirical study also demonstrates the value of a contrastive study. We show that a 
comparative perspective on the discursive practices and strategies with which 
participants construct culturally specific media discourse can enrich a 
‘phenomenology of media language’ that provides a way for us to investigate the 
connection between language, media and the world. 
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